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Dreaming Trees provides a wonderful opportunity to be inspired by nature and to think
about the trees around us.

Trees can be a starting point to exploring the world and the biological processes that
support life all year round.

The title ‘Dreaming Trees’ suggests that trees are sleeping until spring but, as scientists,
we know trees are conserving their energy.

Our resources link to the important research of Dr Suzanne Simard who has proved that
trees communicate using a fungal network nicknamed the Wood Wide Web. A link to a

BBC video that introduces her key findings is included on page 7.

Introduction
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KEY STAGE 1
YEAR 1
Curriculum objectives

Identify and name a variety of common wild
and garden plants, including deciduous and
evergreen trees
Use the local environment throughout the
year to explore and answer questions about
plants growing in their habitat
Draw diagrams showing the parts of different
plants including trees
Compare and group together a variety of
everyday materials on the basis of their
simple physical properties

Learning intention & resources
Plants

Visit a park or local green space and identify and name a variety of trees,
including deciduous and evergreen trees

Tree Spotter sheet: https://www.forestryengland.uk/pdf-download/tree-spotter-
activity-sheet

Online activity to match tree pictures with names:
http://www.treetoolsforschools.org.uk/activities/labelling/?
act=lbl_common_tree_ID&id=0&col=D2232A&light=0&lcol=891C23&title=Commo
n%20tree%20ID

Online activity to match leaf pictures with names:
http://www.treetoolsforschools.org.uk/activities/labelling/?
act=lbl_leaf_ID&id=0&col=D2232A&light=0&lcol=891C23&title=Leaf%20ID

Online activity to identify deciduous and ever green leaves:
http://www.treetoolsforschools.org.uk/activities/labelling/?
act=cls_deciduous_or_evergreen&id=0&col=D2232A&light=0&lcol=891C23&title=
Deciduous%20or%20evergreen?
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KEY STAGE 1
YEAR 1
Curriculum objectives

Identify and name a variety of common wild
and garden plants, including deciduous and
evergreen trees
Use the local environment throughout the
year to explore and answer questions about
plants growing in their habitat
Draw diagrams showing the parts of different
plants including trees
Compare and group together a variety of
everyday materials on the basis of their
simple physical properties

Learning intention & resources
Plants - continued

Visit a park or local green space and look at what else is growing around or
close to the trees? Are other trees there? Are they the same species or different?

Visit a park or local green space and identify and describe the basic structure
of a tree. Label parts of a tree resource from Just One Tree:
https://www.justonetree.life/uploads/1/2/5/8/125855028/label_parts_of_a_tree_v2.
pdf

Online activity to match labels to the parts of a tree:
http://www.treetoolsforschools.org.uk/activities/labelling/?
act=lbl_parts_of_a_tree&id=0&col=D2232A&light=0&lcol=891C23&title=Parts%20
of%20a%20tree

Seasonal changes: Think about how some trees look different in the summer.
What is different about them in the winter and why?  The Four Seasons resource
from Just One Tree:
https://www.justonetree.life/uploads/1/2/5/8/125855028/the_four_seasons.pdf

Online activity looking at how a tree grows and changes through the seasons:
https://www.treetoolsforschools.org.uk/activities/simulator/
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KEY STAGE 1
YEAR 1
Curriculum objectives

Identify and name a variety of common wild
and garden plants, including deciduous and
evergreen trees
Use the local environment throughout the
year to explore and answer questions about
plants growing in their habitat
Draw diagrams showing the parts of different
plants including trees
Compare and group together a variety of
everyday materials on the basis of their
simple physical properties

Learning intention & resources
materials and their

properties/everyday materials
Visit a park or local green space and collect different natural materials based
on their physical properties, such as hard/soft, light/heavy, shiny/dull,
rough/smooth, bendy/not bendy, etc. You could see how many items with
different physical properties you can find that come from a tree.

Online quiz, Why do we need trees:
http://www.treetoolsforschools.org.uk/activities/quiz/?
act=quiz_why_trees_are_great&id=0&col=D2232A&light=0&title=Why%20do%20
we%20need%20trees?

Items made from trees - please see our resource sheet
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KEY STAGE 1
YEAR 2
Curriculum objectives

Explore and compare the differences
between things that are living, dead, and
things that have never been alive
Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs
grow into mature plants
Find out and describe how plants need water,
light and a suitable temperature to grow and
stay healthy
Find out how the shapes of solid objects
made from some materials can be changed
by squashing, bending, twisting and
stretching

Learning intention & resources
living things and their habitats
Is a deciduous tree dead in winter?  Watch this BBC Video (2 mins) which
introduces the work of Dr Suzanne Simard and the processes that are happening
that we can't see: How trees secretly talk to each other:
https://youtu.be/yWOqeyPIVRo

Do trees hibernate? Explanatory video (5.3 min) available at:
https://youtu.be/pijFT9u5Yjc (Please note this is an American video and so the
presenters refer to ‘fall’ not autumn).

Look at the stages of growth of a tree. Find out and describe what trees need to
grow and stay healthy. Set up a experiment to see if plants need light, water or
both. Use the BBC video (refer to top of page) to show the scientific research of
what else trees need and the processes that are happening that we can't see.

Online activity looking at how a tree grows and changes though the seasons:
https://www.treetoolsforschools.org.uk/activities/simulator/

Oak tree 50 days time lapse (3 mins video): https://youtu.be/9A3LrQ3MA-E
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KEY STAGE 1
YEAR 2
Curriculum objectives

Explore and compare the differences
between things that are living, dead, and
things that have never been alive
Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs
grow into mature plant
Find out and describe how plants need water,
light and a suitable temperature to grow and
stay healthy
Find out how the shapes of solid objects
made from some materials can be changed
by squashing, bending, twisting and
stretching

Learning intention & resources
everyday objects

Look at the process that transforms trees into paper. Talk about the
processes of chopping, washing, squeezing, rolling and drying. Include the
importance of reusing paper and then recycling waste paper to reduce the
number of trees being cut down for paper manufacture.

Video (2.15 min) of paper making process: https://youtu.be/7IP0Ch1Va44 (please
note, the video refers to landfill. Waste paper is not landfilled in Jersey, it is sent
for local energy recovery if it has not already been separated for recycling)

Items made from trees, please see our resource sheet
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items made from trees
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